To: UB Downtown Campus

From: Laura Hubbard
Vice President of Finance and Administration.

Re: University at Buffalo Police Department
on Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus

Date: May 10, 2018

The University at Buffalo is making an ever-increasing impact toward the growth of the Buffalo Niagara region, which is evidenced by the move of UB’s Jacobs School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences downtown. The medical school joins other UB programs and departments on the Buffalo Niagara Medical Campus (BNMC). While there has always been a strong safety and security presence on the BNMC, the move of UB’s Jacobs School of Medicine and Biomedical Sciences has now significantly increased the number of UB employees in the area.

To continue our strong focus on the safety and security of employees on the medical campus, UB is in the process of creating a University Police Department (UPD) satellite office, which will be located in the Gateway Building, 77 Goodell Avenue, next door to the UB Educational Opportunity Center. The office is expected to be completed later this year.

Additionally, effective February 2018, Mark Gates was named Deputy Police Chief for the new medical school and all related UB buildings located downtown. UPD will continue to meet with the other security officers whose buildings are located on the BNMC to make certain their coordinated efforts are continually enhanced among all organizations. We will be scheduling a few town hall meetings to provide updates and ensure strong communication and transparency in the near future.

While we transition the UPD satellite office, until further notice,

IN CASE OF EMERGENCY, PLEASE CONTINUE TO CALL 911!

We look forward to seeing you downtown!